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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with the second order system of differential 
equations 
[P(t) y’(t)1 + Q(t) Y(f) = 0 for tE [0, co), (1.1) 
where P and Q are n x n real, symmetric, matrix-valued f nctions on 
[0, co) and y is an n-column vector. We also assume that P(f) is positive 
definite forall t so that P(t)-’ is defined. Twopoints c(, /I E[0, cc ) are said 
to be conjugate to each other if there xists a real-valued, nontrivial 
solution y(t) of ( 1.1) such that Y(M) = y(B) =0. The system (1.1) issaid to 
be oscillatory at infinity f or any tl E[0, co), there exists a conjugate point 
p > cc. 
The oscillation theory of ( 1.1) has received considerable tt ntion; see for 
example Reid [ 13, Chap. V]. It has been conjectured, s e Hinton and 
Lewis [7], that when P(t) =Z, the identity n x nmatrix, (1.1) isoscillatory 
at infinity f 
lim A,{Q,(t)> = a, (1.2) 
I-T 
where 
Q,(t) :=J,’ Q(s) & (1.3) 
and AI {.} denotes the largest eigenvalue of the matrix argument. We also 
denote by ,I,(.} the least eigenvalue of a matrix. 
A number of authors have tried toprove the conjecture with only partial 
success [l, 4, 8, 11,121. The two main obstacles maybe stated asfollows. 
(A) There is no restriction on the behaviour of the other eigenvalues 
which, far from tending toinfinity, ma  be very large and negative. 
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(B) The direction of the eigenvector of Q,(t) associated with the 
largest igenvalue is not fixed and will, ingeneral, vary considerably for dif- 
ferent values oft. 
These authors were able to give aproof of the Hinton, Lewis conjecture 
under mild extra conditions i volving either the growth of the trace of 
-Q,(t) or the size of &(Q,(t)). The conjecture wasrecently proved by 
Kaper and Kwong [S] for the case n= 2. Their proof can, although not in 
an obvious way, be extended toestablish theconjecture forgeneral II. 
The approach used in [8] was that of differential equ tions a dinvolved 
very little matrix theory. In consequence thproof is not as short or trans- 
parent as in the scalar case. Inthis article, by drawing more from matrix 
theory, weare able not only to extend the results of [S] but also to give a
proof which resembles more closely the proof of the scalar case. In par- 
ticular our proof resembles in ome ways that of Coles [S]. This forms a
nice xample of the results from one branch of mathematics being used in 
another. 
Most of the results from atrix theory are fairly elementary, but not well 
known outside that field. Forthis reason we state hese results in Section 4 
and give the proofs inthe Appendix. 
Our approach enables u to obtain extensions f the Hinton, Lewis con- 
jecture in two directions. First, othe case of a general, positive definite 
P(t) in (1.1) and second, tothe case in which the condition of (1.2) (1.3) is
replaced byones which are considerably moregeneral. We establish an 
analogue ofa theorem of Wintner [ 141 concerning themean of Q,(t) and 
an analogue ofthe results ofColes and Willett [6] involving iterated 
Cesaro like means of Q,(t). 
2. THE RESULTS 
We prove the following theorems: 
THEOREM 1. Let SI:= {tE[O, cx~):1,{Q,(t)}>J~}. If 
lim sup 1 A,{P(t)-‘} dt >n 
> 
(2.1) E. -5 
then ( 1.1) is oscillatory. 
COROLLARY 1. If 1, A,{P(t)m’} dt= co for all ;i then (1.1) is 
oscillatory. 
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It is easy to see that (2.1) isimplied bythe conditions (1.2) and the con- 
dition 
J‘ m l&,{P(t)-‘} dt=co. 0 (2.2) 
We then ot only have an analogue ofthe well-known Fite, Leighton, 
Wintner theorem, but also an analogue ofthe improvement first given in 
[14] for the scalar case. 
In the next heorem we assume that Z’(t) = I. A function f: [0, co) + R is 
said to tend to infinity n he weak sense if there exists a ubset S of [0, co) 
such that 
5 dt -= co, s t 
lim f(t) = co. 
rcs 1-m 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Note that lim, _ co g(t) = cc implies that g(t) + CC in the weak sense. 
THEOREM 2. Zf P(t) = Z and 
i,{:[iQl(s)ds}+cxz intheweaksense, (2.5) 
then ( 1.1) is oscillatory. 
Our next result provides a partial extension ofTheorem 2 to more 
general means and gives a result comparable tothat of [6] relating to 
Cesaro-like means. 
Let fi ,..., f, , benonnegative, locally integrable, scalar-valued functions 
defined on[0, 03). If H denotes ann x n matrix-valued f nction we define 
the following functions: 
Z,(t; H) : = j’r,(s) H(s) ds, 
0 
(2.6) 
Z,(t;H):= /$(s)r,-,(s;H)ds for k = 2,..., N; 
j,(t) : = ; fi(s)’ ds, s 
(2.7) 
j,(t) := ~~k(s)2~k~1(S)~1jk-1(S)ds 
s 
for k = 2,..., N; 
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W) := if,(s) d ,5 
(2.8) 
h(t) := dfk(s)ik-,(s)ds I for k = 2,..., N; 
J(t) := ;fN(s)jN(s)-l ds; I (2.9) 
K(t) := idf) I*fds)j,d~)-~ s; (2.10) 
f 
We say that f,,..., fN E B if the functions defined by(2.7) and (2.8) exist 
and either 
J(t) + 00 as t-+03, (2.11) 
or 
lim sup K(t) >0. 
1-00 
(2.12) 
It may readily be shown, see [6, Examples 1 and 21, that 
i I 1, f,..., f E 9 (2.13) 
and 
(1, l)...) l}EK (2.14) 
THEOREM 3. If P(t) =I and for some positive integer N there xists 
{f, ..., f, } E F such that 
lim A,(iN(t)-’ I,(t; Q,)} = 00 
l--tacI 
then (1.1) is oscillatory. 
COROLLARY 2. If or some positive nteger N. 
then (1.1) isoscillatory. 
Proo$ This follows from (2.13) and Theorem 3. 
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COROLLARY 3. If for some positive nteger N 
then (1.1) isoscillatory. 
Proof This follows from (2.14) and Theorem 3. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The proof of our results depends on some well-known facts concerning 
the oscillation of (1.1). Instead oflooking at(1.1) directly we can consider 
the corresponding matrix differential equ tion 
[f’(t) y(f)‘l’ + Q(t) y(f) = 0 for TV [0, co) (3.1) 
in which the unknown is the nx n matrix-valued f nction y(t). The system 
(1.1) isoscillatory at infinity f and only if or any conjoined solution y(t) 
of (3.1) det(y(t)) has arbitrarily large zeros. The change of variable 
R(t) := -P(t) y’(t) y(t)--’ 
transforms (3.1) into the Ricatti equation 
(3.2) 
R’(t)=Q(t)+R(t)P(t)plR(t). (3.3) 
If R(t) is symmetric for some value of t then it is symmetric for all t. To 
see this uppose that R(t) is a solution of (3.3) and R(a) is symmetric. By 
taking the transpose f both sides of(3.3) itis easy to see that R(t)= is also 
a solution, where the superscript T denotes transposition. Since R(a) is real 
symmetric R(t) and R(t)= take the same value at a. Hence by the uni- 
queness theorem R(t) =R(t)=. 
Solutions y(t) of (3.1) for which R(t) is symmetric are known as con- 
joined orprepared solutions. 
It is known that he oscillation of (1.1) isequivalent to he condition 
that no solution of (3.3) extends tothe semi-infinite terval [0,co). In the 
scalar case this fact is fundamental. Its extension t  asystem may be found 
in [8]. 
Our plan of attack isto assume that he system (3.1) isnonoscillatory 
under the given hypothesis, thenthere must exist a solution R(t) of (3.3) 
defined on[a, co) (without loss of generality we may take ato be zero). By
integrating (3.3) weobtain a integral equation. We estimate thgrowth of 
the quadratic erm on the right hand side. This estimate forces the matrix 
R(t) to become arbitrarily large at a finite point and yields a contradiction. 
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4. MATRIX THEORY 
Unless stated otherwise capital letters will be used throughout this ec- 
tion to denote Hermitian n xn matrices. Thesuperscript * denotes the 
complex conjugate transpose f amatrix. The notation tr[A] denotes the 
trace, x7= I aii, of the matrix A. 
An Hermitian matrix A E UZnx” is positive semi-definite (positive definite) 
if for all UE @“, u ~0, the @“-inner p oduct (u. Au) is nonnegative 
(positive). The notation A 20 (A > 0) will be used to denote a positive 
semi-definite (positive definite) matrix. We impose a partial ordering on the 
set of Hermitian n xIZ matrices by the relation A 2 B if A - B 2 0. Some 
properties of this definition are as follows. 
If A > 0 then all eigenvalues of A are nonnegative. (4.1) 
If A 2 B then tr[A] >tr[B]. (4.2) 
If A>B and C=C* then CAC>CBC. (4.3) 
IfO<AandAg1thentr[A]>l. (4.4) 
If AbB and C>D then A+C>B+D. (4.5) 
IfA 4 Band B3Cthen A Q C. (4.6) 
It may be observed that he relation “<”defined above is only apartial 
ordering and so the relations “<”and “a” are not equivalent. 
A matrix-valued f nction A(.) =(u,,~(.): (a, b  -+ cnx”) is said to belong 
to the space LP(a, h) if and only if all of the integrals SS:l~~~,~(t)[~ dr are 
finite. W  define differentiability and con inuity of a matrix-valued f nction 
in a similar, componentwise, fashion. 
The following observations are readily verified. 
s h If A(t) 30 for t E (a, b) then A(t)dt>O. (4.7) u 
If A(O)20 and A’(t)20 then A(t)>0 (4.8) 
and 
s * tr{A(t))’ A’(t) A(t)-‘} dt=tr{A(a)-‘} -tr{A(b))‘}. (4.9) 0 
It is necessary to be particularly cautious in manipulating inequalities of 
Hermitian matrices since multiplication by p sitive matrices does not, in 
general, preserve the order. A simple example of this is the relation 
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(: )‘, (:, i)‘. 
Fortunately we have the following, a simple case of an elegent result of
Loewner [lo]. 
If A and B are positive semi-definite a d A2> B* then A > B. 
Simpler p oofs of this result may be found in Bellman [3], Au-Yeung 
[2], and Kwong [9]. A very simple proof has recently been discovered 
and will be reproduced in the Appendix. Inthis paper we require the 
following generalisation. 
LEMMA 1. Let C=C*>O, A=A*aO,andB=B*. IfACA>BCBthen 
A 2 B. 
We note in particular the negation fLemma 1, 
IfA>Oand A B Bthen ACA > BCB. (4.10) 
Finally weneed an analogue ofthe Schwarz inequality. 
LEMMA 2. If f: (a, b) --+ R and A: (a, b) -+ Fx” are both members of 
L*(a, b) then 
(j; f(t) ACtI dt)* 6 (j;f@)’ dt)( j; A(t)* dt). 
The proofs ofLemmas 1 and 2 are given in the Appendix. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We integrate Eq.(3.3) between 0 and t to obtain 
R(t) =R(0) +Q,(t) + j+’ R(s) P(s)-’ R(s) ds. 
0 
(5.1) 
We define 
F(t) := R(O) +Q,(f), (5.1) 
A(t) := j-’ R(s) P(s)-’ R(s) ds. 
0 
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A(O)=O, A(t) 30, A’(t)>O. (5.2) 
Moreover, for tE SA, A, { Q,(t) }2 A so, for all 6E (0, 1) we may arrange, by 
taking A sufficiently large, that 
F(t) & 6AZ for teSj,. 
It follows that 
F(t) +A(t) < m+ A(t) for tESi. (5.3) 
whence, by(4.10) 
A’(t) = (F(t) + A(t)) P(t)-’ (F(t) + A(t)) 
4s (6L1+ A(t)) P(t) --l (snr+ A(t)) 
and 
(i5;lZ+A(t))-‘X(t)(GilZ+A(t))-’ 42 P(t ‘. (5.4) 
It follows from (5.4) that for tE Sj, 
tr((sLZ+A(t)) -’ A’(t)(hAZ+A(t))-I} >An{P(t)pl}. (5.5) 
From (4.9), (5.2), and (5.5) wehave that 
tr{(61Z+A(0)))‘}>jY; tr{(61Z+A(t))p’A’(t)(6iZ+A(t))m’} d  
0 
3 s Si tr{(6AZ+A(t)))’ A’(t)(61Z+A(t))p’) dt 
2 s 
%,{P(t)--‘} dr. (5.6) 
si 
By (5.2) and (5.6) 
n > 62. 
i A,{P(s)-‘} ds. (5.7) s, 
We let II + cc in (5.7) and obtain a contradiction. 
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Although t e proof of Theorem 2may be contained in an expanded ver- 
sion of the proof of Theorem 3, we present i separately without all the 
technical details necessitated by the generality of the hypotheses of
Theorem 3. 
Let S be a set such that 
and define 
F(t) := R(O)+; 1; Q,(s)ds, 
A(t) := 1; f (.r’ R(4) di)* ds. 
0 
Integration of (5.1) inthe case P = Z gives 
by Lemma 2. For t E S sufficiently large, wehave from (6.1) that 
1 1 
t s, R(s) ds 4 f C~+A(t)l. 
It follows from (4.10) and (6.2) that for tE S sufficiently large
A’(t) 4z f [Z+A(t)]2 
whence. 
{Z+A(t)}-’ A’(t){z+A(t)}-’ 4 f z 
and, from (4.4), 
tr((Z+A(t)))’ A’(t)(Z+A(t))-‘} Bf. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
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As in the proof of Theorem 1we have 
tr{(Z+A(O)))‘} >[= tr((l+A(t))-’ A’(t)(Z+A(t))-‘} dt 
0 
> 
s 
tr{(l+A(t)))’ A’(t)(Z+A(t)) -‘} dt 
S 
dt 
> - 
I s t 
The contradiction now follows. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We suppose that he f, are continuous forj= l,..., N. The modifications 
for the integrable case are trivial. 
Successive multiplications by the f, and integrations transform equation 
(5.1) into 
Z,(t; R) = iN(t) R(0) +Z,(t; Q,) + I, t; j’ R(s)~ ds . (7.1) 
0 
It follows from (7.1) and the hypothesis 
lim A,{i,,.+(t)-’ Z,(t; Q,)} = co 
r-z& 
that for any ,U >0 we may arrange, by taking t sufficiently large, that 
Z,(t; R)& iN(f) pz+ I, (t;j-; R(sJ2dr) 
whence, by(4.10) 
Z,(c R)2 $i iN(f) pzsI, 
(t; 1; R(s)’ df)}2. (7.2) 
We now bound the quadratic erm on the right-hand si e of (7.2). For any 
n x n matrix valued-function, H, it follows from Lemma 2 that 
z,(t; HI*= s’fA4 H(s) d 
0 
s 2<(j-;f-h,2ds)(/; H(s)‘ds). (7.3) 
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Also, for 1 <m < N, 
j,_,(s)“* f”- ‘(~)l’~ 
2 
fm_I(s)1!2’jm-l(s)1:2 lm-I(S;H)ds 
6 U ; fnh)” H ds)( j; ‘+j Z,,, ~ ,(s; H)2 ds) m m 
=jJt) j-i ‘$f I,,_ ,(s; H)’ ds. 
m 
(7.4) 
Inductively from (7.3) and (7.4) we see that 
I 
I1 
X Hi ds dt, . . . dr, ~, (7.5) 
n 
We may rewrite (7.5) as 
f,(t) jm(t) - ’ InAt; w26 Gl (t; 1; Hi &). (7.6) 
Let A(t) : = iN(t) pI+ I,(t; jb R(s)~ ds). The relation (7.2) implies that 
MU&Y I,(t; R)2 < f&).LV--l(K’ A(Q2 
from which by (7.6), with H := R and m : = N, and (4.6) we deduce that 
fN(t)jN(t)-’ A(r)’ % &, t; j’ R(s)‘ds 
( 0 
3 TN t; J’ R(S)’ ds 
( 
+ p&(t) I 
0 > 
= A’(t). 
It follows from (7.7) that 
A(t)-’ A’(r) A(t)-’ & fN(t)jN(f)--’ 1 
(7.7) 
whence, 
tr{A(t)-’ A’(t)A(t)-‘} >fN(t)jN(t)-I. (7.8) 
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We integrate both sides of (7.8) over [0, r) and obtain, by(4.9) 
tr{A(O)-‘} > [ifN(s)jN(s)-’ ds. (7.9) 
In the case that fi ,..., fN satisfy (2.1 l), (7.9) gives a contradiction. Alter- 
natively we may integrate (7.8) over (t, co) to obtain 
tr{A(f)-‘} >j*/.J.~)j,(,)~l ds. 
r 
so that 
Now, 
so 
and 
Thus, by (4.2) 
and 
1 > [tr(A(t)-‘)I-’ jar,(~)j,(s)-’ ds. 
I 
A(t)=pi,(t)Z+Z, (cj; R(s)‘ds) 
/4(t)-’ < (&l(t))-l z. 
tr{A(t)-‘) <Naomi,-’ 
(7.10) 
(7.11) 
From (7.10) and (7.11) 
1 >n-‘pi,(t) jmfN(~)jlL.(S)-’ ds 
, 
and 
z > iN(t) j” fN(s) j,(s)-’ ds. 
I 
(7.12) 
Since p > 0 is arbitrary (7.12) contradicts (2.12) and the proof is complete. 
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8. APPENDIX 
We collect here, for the convenience of reference, th  proofs ofLemmas 1 
and 2. 
Proof of Lemma 1. First, wegive asimple proof of the particular case 
of Loewner’s result which we require. Suppose A2 > B2 and A 2 0. We need 
only prove the case A> 0 since the general case follows bya continuity 
argument. Let X= A - B then 
It follows that 
AX+XA=(A2-B2)+X2>0. (8.1) 
Suppose X is not positive semi-definite, then X has a negative eigenvalue, 1, 
with eigenvector U. Now, by (8.1), 
which contradicts the facts hat 1. is negative and A positive definite. 
We are now ready to prove Lemma 1. Let C’j2 be any Hermitian square 
root of C. If ACA 3 BCB then C’f2ACAC’/2 >,C’f2BCBC’i2. This implies 
that (C”2AC1’2)2 3 (C1’2BC1’2)2 andhence that 
C1/2AC1/2 > C1/2BCli2, , (8.2) 
Now C is nonsingular and so therefore is C ‘I2 We multiply (8.2) onthe left . 
and right byC ‘I2 and the result follows. 
Proof of Lemma 2. If jr: f(s)’ ds= 0 then f= 0 almost everywhere and
there is nothing toprove. Suppose 1: f(.~)~ ds # 0. Let 
c:= bf(s)2ds, 
s 0 
k := “f(s) A(s) ds. 
s a 
We note that 0d SS: (CA -fA)2 ds. An immediate consequence of this is the 
relation 
06c2 jb Am ds - cA j-” j-(s) A(s) ds 
u cl 
-c (8.3) 
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From (8.3) wesee that 
Since c # 0 the result follows. 
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